Kashmiri Migrants & Kashmiri Hindus domiciled in Kashmir valley admission circular by AICTE and IMT policy


The below mentioned policy is only applicable to all Kashmiri migrants and Kashmiri Pandit/Kashmiri Hindu Families (non-migrants) domiciled in the Kashmir Valley.

IMT policy:

1. IMT Ghaziabad, IMT Nagpur and IMT Hyderabad will relax test percentile cut off to a maximum of five (5) percentiles only for above mentioned candidates.
2. Each course under the 2 year PGDM program (Marketing, Finance and Full time) will have an extra capacity of 5% seats reserved specifically for the above mentioned candidates.
3. This relaxation is only in CAT/XAT/GMAT percentages and not in any other academic and/or merit requirements.